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THE FERRÁ GROUP TURNS 130 YEARS OLD
WHO WAS ITS FOUNDER?
Our great-grandfather, Pedro Francisco Ferrá Mir, was the one who started our company in 1890.
At that time, the masonry trade was very traditional, so a lot of labor was used.

HOW HAS IT EVOLVED UNTIL TODAY?
Our great-grandfather worked from Calle Portella in Palma, where families belonging to the so-
called nobility lived and who used to need labor. Even then, the quality and dedication to achieve the 
total satisfaction of our customers were part of our day to day.

Throughout these 4 generations we have remained faithful to our objective of offering a quality 
service, adapted to new trends and diversifying our activity to satisfy the needs of our clients. I 

grupoferra.com

believe that without a doubt this has been what has helped us to position ourselves as a benchmark 
in high-end housing and in the construction and renovation of hotels.

Today, Grupo Ferrá consists of 3 business units: Ferrá Tur (which is the parent company), Baltyc 
and Protech. From them we offer services that range from the construction of new construction, 
rehabilitation, maintenance of all types of buildings, and management in terms of health and safety.

WHO FORMS THE COMPANY TODAY?
Grupo Ferrá is formed by a human team of 70 people and structured (divided) into 4 areas
The government is carried out through a board of directors made up of family and non-family directors.

Regarding the Ferrá Tur brand, the group’s benchmark company The management team is made up of 
Antoni Gurrera, who is the CEO of the company and the managers of the 4 areas. Additionally, three 
years ago, we formalized a Family Council to carry out the most strategic monitoring of the company’s 
positioning.

My father Pedro Ferrá, my brother and I form the Group’s Family Council. And in my case, I am also 
part of the Executive Committee as Marketing and Communication Director of the company.

YOU HAVE A NEW CHALLENGE FOR THIS YEAR, THE OPENING IN IBIZA
A very important part of our strategy for the future is the territorial expansion and expansion of our 
portfolio of services with the construction of high-end housing and hotel buildings.

The opening of a new Grupo Ferrá branch in Ibiza meets both objectives and is a step that we have 
been valuing for a long time. When we saw the different projects that were being presented to us on 
the island during the last year, we decided that it was the best moment. We are really grateful for the 
excellent reception we have had from companies and suppliers on the island.

TALK A BIT ABOUT IBIZA
Our intention is to stay and consolidate on the island. As part of our normal way of working, our 
intention is to establish long-lasting and stable relationships with local companies and suppliers, 
taking advantage of the opportunities that will surely present themselves to us together.

We already said it a few months ago and we remain convinced that Ibiza and Formentera will be the 
first regions to reactivate strongly in the Balearic Islands. For this reason, we are very excited about 
the projection that this can have for our sector in the medium and long term.

We are currently finishing the execution of the 2nd Phase of the Siau Ibiza Hotel Renovation Project, 
an emblematic place located in Puerto San Miguel and known until recently as Hotel San Miguel.

THANKS!                            


